5,376 (5,152) Superlative Surprise Major
Donald F Morrison (no. 8026)

(25364) M W H
24635 2* 2+ [x]
23645 ss 2+

Repeat three times, omitting [x] from alternate parts.
Start and end at the treble’s backstroke snap.

x = 123456.
2* = - s;
2+ = s -.

Reduce to 5,152 by omitting ss from any one part.
Especially suitable for handbells: both 3–4 and 5–6 course throughout.
Also true to Duke of Norfolk Surprise, Guernsey Surprise, Little Coggeshall Surprise, Thanet Surprise and Vyrnwy Surprise.

http://www.ringing.org/composition/?id=16113